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Q.l.a). What is the significance of the Load Line Mark, explain with a neat sketch. What is 
tabular freeboard? (2) 

b). What are B-60 and B-100 freeboards and Position I and Position 2 on tlie exposed 
deck. · (2) 

c). Give certain ship design features which comply with the Load Line requirements.(2) 
d). What are the corrections to the Freeboard? (2) 

Q.2. Explain the concept of Attained and Required Subdivision Indices with respect to 
Cargo ship and Passenger ship. (8) 

Q.3. With help of neat sketch ofthe midship section of a tanker explain its construction 
detail satisfying MARPOL regulation. Also, sketch the midship section of a bulk 
carrier, showing prevention of shift of cargo. (8) 

~ 

Q.4.a). Define Gross Registered Tonnage and Net Registered Tonnage. To what purpose they 
are used? (3) 

b). Give the formulas for GRT and NRT. (3) 
c). Give some examples of excluded spaces. (2) 

Q.5.a). With the help of a launching diagram (curves) explain the position of stem lift and 
minimum anti-tipping moment. (3) 

b). A vessel whose launching weight is 25MN with CG. 5m. abaft midships has the 
\ forepoppet positioned 50m. forward of midships. Find the force on the forepoppet 

and the travel when stem lifts from the following data : 
Travel down slip, m 50 60 
Buoyancy, MN 10.1 12.3 
Centre of buoyancy abaft midships,m. 47 40 
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c). What are the different types of launching methods employed? Give advantages and 
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disadvantages. (2) 

Q.6.a). From the probability density functions of load and resistance distributions,derive the 
expression for 'p/, the probability of failure. ( 4) 

b). Derive the expression for the safety index, f3, when the failure surface is i).linear and 
ii).non-linear (4) 
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Q. 7 .a). What is the definition of a 'partial safety factor'. (2) 
b). A simply supported steel beam of span 8m. is designed with the following data: 

Variables Mean/Nominal Nominal 8 Distribution 
X1: Yield strength 1.10 250N/mm~ 0.10 Normal 
X2: Dead load 1.05 11.0N/mm 0.10 Normal 
X3 : Live load 0.70 12.0N/mm 0.40 Normal 

The limit state equation, g(X) = 0 is given as: 

x,z,- x,C;) -x,C:) ~ 0 where I is the span and Zp the plastic 

section modulus of the beam section. Determine the partial safety factors for the 
design variables X; if the target reliability indexjJ0 is 4.0. (6) 

Q.8. Describe the procedure for hull piping design of a ship. (8)~ 
·~·. 


